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Aerobatic pilot Sean Tucker's Challenger III biplane will be on display at the Smithsonian National Air and Space
Museum.

advanced control of aircraft spacecraft
Growing global investment set to turn space programs into trillion-dollar markets. The last several weeks have
seen major developments in the field of space exploration, including the historic flight

smithsonian air and space museum lands famed aerobatic plane
(OTC MARKETS: KNOS) ("KNOS" or the "Company"), an innovation-driven product development and production
company that has significantly changed the way air is moved, filtered, and sterilized announced

3 space stocks to benefit from increased spending
The expeditionary nature of the Indo-Pacific theatre requires a focus unique to only a few areas of the world. The
Aviation Combat Element fills a primary role in Expeditionary Advanced Base

kronos advanced technologies announces direct selling division with greentechdirect
L3Harris Technologies, Inc. (NYSE:LHX) reported first quarter 2021 revenue of $4.6 billion, down 1.3% versus
prior year, and up 1.8% on an organic1 basis. GAAP net income was $466 million, up 140%

mwss-172, 1st marine aircraft wing demonstrates combat readiness under the eabo construct
Riot Control System Market Outlook 2027 Riot control is a type of measure taken to monitor expel and arrest
people involved in the riot and those who caused violent public disruption Law enforcement

l3harris reports strong first quarter 2021 results
China has built some islands in the South China Sea. Can it protect them? During World War II Japan found that
control of islands offered some strategic advantages, but not enough to force the United

riot control system market research by key players, type and application, future growth to 2027 - allied
market research
In this corner, the Vickers Supermarine Spitfire; across the ring, the Hawker Hurricane. Which is the more
valuable restoration?

how much of a threat are china's south china sea bases?
AeroVironment Completes Acquisition of Telerob, Expanding Multi-Domain Robotic Systems Offering and Global
Presence

best of the battle of britain
The Global Hawks cannot survive in highly contested airspace, so the Air Force is doubling down on surveillance
assets that can.

aerovironment completes acquisition of telerob, expanding multi-domain robotic systems offering and
global presence
As the United States Marine Corps (USMC) Systems Command works toward the next phase of replacing the
legacy Light Armored Vehicle with a modern, robust Advanced Reconnaissance Vehicle (ARV), Elbit

global hawk drones to be retired in favor of secretive penetrating spy aircraft
An orbiting surveillance network could track hypersonic munitions and aircraft, and detect and pinpoint
relocatable military targets in real time.

elbit systems of america and textron systems team on advanced reconnaissance vehicle prototype for
usmc
The new Leonardo-IIT (Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia) joint research laboratories are launched in Genoa as part of
the Leonardo’s Corporate research programme, for the presidium of technologies

enabling technologies falling into place for a revolution in space-based sensors and fast 5g networking
Making the switch to large, high-capacity jets, may take some time yet. For now, no blended wings, but it wasn't
all for naught.

leonardo and iit (istituto italiano di tecnologia) join for the development of new security applications in
the space and emergency sectors
Wildfires scorched a record 4.2 million acres in California in 2020, testing firefighters and disaster management
agencies to their limits. Fire agencies this year again face dry conditions

boeing's experimental blended wing body aircraft: what is this?
Government support can help accelerate innovation and commercialization of space and satellite communications,
Patrick Thera writes.

it’s ‘crunch time’ for california’s firefighters as threat of long fire season looms
Elbit Systems Ltd. (NASDAQ: ESLT , TASE: ESLT) (Elbit Systems or the Company) announced today, further to
the Company's announcement of January 5, 2021, that it was awarded a contract valued at

canada’s space industry: one giant leap toward recovery
Private equity firm has acquired Triumph’s composite manufacturing facilities in Milledgeville, Georgia, Red Oak,
Texas and Rayong, Thailand.
arlington capital closes acquisition of triumph’s composites business, forms qarbon aerospace
BrainChip introduced MetaTF, a versatile ML framework that allows people working in the convolutional neural
network space to quickly and easily move to neuromorphic computing without having to learn

elbit systems awarded a $1.65 billion contract for flight training program, as part of agreement
between israeli and hellenic ministries of defense
These technologies, which automate, facilitate, and improve vehicular systems to assist drivers for a secure and
better driving are referred as Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). According to

brainchip simplifies deep learning with launch of metatf

making indian roads safer: understanding advanced driver assistance systems (adas)
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Remote sensing using the

“ PRT “, or the “ Company “), a leader in developing threat detection and unmanned
plymouth rock announces acquisition of tetra drones
When groups of sinister drones began hovering over homes in America’s Midwest, the FBI, US Air Force and 16
police forces set up a task force. But the drones vanished. Did they even exist? Amelia Tait

world’s most advanced spectral measurement technology
BrainChip Holdings Ltd. , a leading provider of ultra-low power, high-performance AI technology, will showcase
its new AKD1000 neuromorphic (non-von Neumann) processor chip as part of Data Science

attack of the drones: the mystery of disappearing swarms in the us midwest
Risk reduction is vital in the development of this new Air Force bomber. Northrop Grumman is driving risk out of
the program with digital capabilities throughout design, build, prototype, and test.

brainchip demonstrates akida neuromorphic processor as part of data science week
To even approach the level of sophistication at which package delivery, ride-sharing and airline companies
operate, health systems must employ modern tools to help.

the b-21 raider: a marvel of digital development
During World War II, the Allied military forces faced severe problems integrating equipment, tactics, and logistics
into successful combat operations. To help

asset utilization: 3 lessons to learn from logistics experts in the consumer space
Belfast announced today it will lead Team MOSQUITO, comprising Spirit Belfast, Northrop Grumman and Intrepid
Minds, on further development of the Royal Air Force's ("RAF") Lightweight Affordable Novel
spirit aerosystems belfast advances ground-breaking project for uk ministry of defence
Plymouth Rock Technologies Inc. ( CSE: PRT) ( OTCQB: PLRTF) ( FSE: 4XA) (WKN: A2N8RH) (“ Plymouth Rock “,
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